
KUWAIT: The 5th Huawei Asia-Pacific
Innovation Day was held in Chengdu, China
yesterday. This year’s Innovation Day is
themed “Innovation Enables Asia-Pacific
Digitization”. More than 200 representa-
tives from government, industry and acade-
mia of Asia-Pacific countries and regions
got together to discuss innovative 5G tech-
nologies and applications, sustainable
development, as well as technology, human-
ity, and nature.

As a ubiquitous technology, 5G is the
cornerstone of a smart world in which
everything is connected. Today, as we usher
in the 5G era, we are also at a critical stage
of digital transformation across industries
worldwide. Industrial development has pro-
gressed from mechanization and electrifica-
tion to automation and digitization. 

Speaking at the event, William Xu,
Huawei Director of the Board, President of
the Institute of Strategic Research said: “5G
is arriving at the right time. More specifi-
cally, 5G can provide wide coverage, large
bandwidth, and low latency on the basis of
traditional connections. It can also provide
slicing for different applications. This new
feature makes it adaptable to a variety of
complex industrial applications. With the
advancement of 5G, there will be many 5G-
enabled applications that will change the
world. At the same time, 5G, AI, IoT and
cloud are improving everyday life and
nature, making the world a better place.”
Huawei is helping carriers across Asia
Pacific to deploy 5G faster

Asia-Pacific is leading the world in terms
of 5G deployment. South Korea is the
world’s first country that has realized large-
scale commercial use of 5G. Since the roll-
out of 5G in early April, the number of 5G
subscribers in this country exceeded 2 mil-
lion. South Korea has become the global
benchmark for the commercial use of 5G.
China has built a large-scale 5G network
for pilot commercial use. The three major
carriers have deployed 5G networks in
cities including Beijing, Shanghai,
Guangzhou, Shenzhen, and Chengdu. The
tested downlink rate is as high as 1 Gbps,
which means it takes only seconds to
download an HD movie in 1080P.

5G is becoming a reality. Around the
world, 35 carriers in 20 countries have
launched 5G and 33 other countries have
distributed 5G spectrum. Huawei has
secured over fifty 5G commercial contracts
worldwide and shipped over 200,000
Massive MIMO AAUs. With rich experience
in 5G pilot commercial use and active
exploration of 5G innovative applications,
Huawei is committed to providing the safest
and most advanced 5G products and solu-
tions, as well as application scenarios.
Huawei seeks to enable carriers in the Asia-
Pacific region to deploy 5G faster and fully
leverage the advantages of 5G. The aim is
to empower numerous industries, improve
social efficiency and accelerate industrial
digitization.

With the launch of 5G stereo-coverage
network, there will be more 5G-enabled

innovative applications
At the event, China Mobile Sichuan and

Huawei launched a 5G stereo-coverage
network, which consists of a basic coverage
layer, a capacity experience layer and
indoor coverage for high-value scenarios to
achieve seamless coverage of 5G. In addi-
tion, Huawei has partnered with carriers
and other industry partners to demonstrate
various innovative industry applications,
including 5G+VR, 5G+8K video,
5G+drones, 5G telemedicine and 5G ambu-
lances. All these indicate the infinite poten-
tial applications of 5G in the era of com-
mercial use.

Guests from government, industry and
academia gave speeches from various per-
spectives, such as policy-making and regu-
lation and industry digitization. They talked
about how innovative technologies can
support the development of the cultural
industry and natural ecological protection
and shared typical cases on how
“5G+AI”can empower numerous industries.

Technology for good - the use of new
technologies opens up a better intelligent
world StorySign is an AI-enabled applica-
tion that uses image recognition and optical
character recognition technologies to
translate children’s books into sign lan-
guage, helping deaf and mute children learn
how to read.

In Costa Rica, a company called
Rainforest Connection has deployed solar-
powered monitoring equipment in 2,500
km2 of rainforest. With the massive data

storage and intelligent analysis capabilities
of Huawei Cloud, the monitoring equipment
can process complex audio data in the
rainforest in real-time, and identify the
noises of chainsaws and trucks in an accu-
rate and timely manner, so as to prevent
illegal logging.

Helping vulnerable groups, protecting
the earth, and realizing the harmonious
development between man and nature are
issues that concern everyone in society.
New technologies like 5G, cloud, IoT and
AI are shaping a world where all things
will be sensing, connected and intelligent.

The intelligent world is coming to all indi-
viduals, all companies, and all industries.
Technologies are making the world a bet-
ter place.

Since 2013, Huawei Innovation Day has
been held in different cities, including
London, Milan, Munich, Paris, Singapore,
Sydney, Kuala Lumpur, Bangkok, Dubai,
and Sao Paulo. Following the principles of
openness, innovation, collaboration and
shared success, Huawei is committed to
bringing digital to every person, home and
organization for a fully connected, intelli-
gent world. 
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South Africa Q2 
growth beats 
expectations as 
mining recovers
PRETORIA: South African GDP grew more than
expected in the second quarter thanks to a recov-
ery in mining and manufacturing, official data
showed yesterday, in a reprieve for President
Cyril Ramaphosa as the economy looks set to
dodge recession this year. After a downturn in the
first half of 2018 when farming plunged, the econ-
omy has struggled to regain momentum, posting a
shock contraction in the first quarter of this year.

Analysts said while the second-quarter GDP
print could see South Africa avoid recession in
2019, it was not enough to stop credit rating
downgrades linked to debt issues including
bailouts for state power utility Eskom. “It’s a great
relief. A huge positive, but in reality it won’t do
much for the credit rating situation. That’s more
about debt,” said Wayne McCurrie, portfolio
manager at FNB Wealth and Investments.

The rand extended gains after the data, firming
more than 0.5 percent to a session high of 15.1125.

GDP growth in the three months to June was
3.1 percent, after a revised contraction of 3.1 per-
cent in the first quarter, Statistics South Africa
said. Economists polled by Reuters had predicted
an expansion of 2.4 percent for the quarter. The
second-quarter growth was the highest since the
fourth quarter of 2017. Year-on year GDP growth
was 0.9 percent compared with zero previously.

Mining turnaround 
The data showed mining output grew by 14.4

percent in the second quarter, after declining by
10.8 percent previously. Manufacturing output
rose 2.1 percent, rebounding after declining 8.8
percent in the first quarter. “There was a strong
rebound in iron prices in the months leading to
this quarter ... and remember with mining in the
first quarter there were challenges with electricity
supply and those have eased a bit,” said Mike
Manamela, chief director for national accounts at
the statistics office.

Growth in Africa’s most industrialized economy
hinges heavily on saving power firm Eskom, which
is drowning in debt. At the start of the year, it
implemented power outages that triggered a
slowdown across most sectors in the first quarter.

Fixing Eskom, which supplies more than 90
percent of the power in South Africa, is one of the
biggest challenges Ramaphosa faces. It is regular-
ly cited by ratings agencies as one of the main
threats to South Africa’s investment-grade credit
rating status and economic growth prospects.

Moody’s, the last of the three big internation-
al ratings agencies to keep South African debt
at investment grade, said in July that govern-
ment’s proposal to provide additional financial
support to Eskom was “credit negative”. The
government said it would give Eskom 59 billion
rand ($3.87 billion) of additional financial sup-
port over the next two years, on top of an
already-promised bailout of 230 billion rand
spread over the next decade.

“We could avoid a recession this year with
even zero growth in the next quarter,” said Isaah
Mhlanga, chief economist at Alexander Forbes.
“But there’s absolutely no room for Ramaphosa to
manoeuvre. The macroeconomic fundamentals are
still very weak.” — Reuters 

Asia-Pacific leads 5G innovation, Huawei 
enables development of digital economy 

Huawei announces over 50 5G commercial contracts secured and over 200,000 Modules shipped

CHENGDU: William Xu, Huawei Director of the Board, President of the Institute of
Strategic Research, addresses the 5th Huawei Asia-Pacific Innovation Day in Chengdu.

Canon showcases 
ecosystem of 
banking innovations
for digital era 
DUBAI: Canon Middle East (CME), a provider of
imaging technologies and services, is introducing a
pioneering End-to-End (E2E) compliancy platform for
the banking, financial services and insurance (BFSI)
sector that will shape and define a new era of digital
operations in the region.

The E2E compliancy platform will be revealed at the
9th Annual Middle East Banking Innovation Summit
held on 3-4 September 2019 in Dubai, United Arab
Emirates (UAE), and has been developed by Canon to
support BSFI institutions to efficiently monitor, improve
agility, and quickly implement new compliancy
processes. The compliancy platform can immediately
identify the impact of a regulatory change on corporate
policies and implemented processes; define obligations
and apply for new or changed product or processes;
automate audits and regulatory reporting; and reduce
costs of the compliance process.

The E2E compliancy platform has been developed
by technologically advanced solutions such as Robotics
Process Automation (RPA), Artificial Intelligence and
Machine Learning (AI), Natural Language Processing
(NLP), Blockchain, Business Intelligence (BI) &
Analytics and customer experience innovations to
ensure banking and finance institutions can swiftly
respond to changes in regulations and compliancy.

Shadi Bakhour, B2B Business Unit Director, Canon
Middle East, said, “The banking and financial services
sector faces several challenges with regards to transi-
tioning from legacy, manual systems to a more digital-
ly-enabled infrastructure due to compliance, security,
regulatory and other issues that may affect swift adop-

tion. These challenges were also particularly magnified
in a market where there are economic shifts that may
affect how wide-sweeping decisions are made. As a
trusted technology partner, we can offer an ecosystem
of solutions that are interdependent and work seam-
lessly together to make the integration of digital solu-
tions more efficient, cost-effective, and customised to
each entity’s requirements More importantly, Canon’s
advanced E2E compliancy platform will completely re-
define how institutions approach regulatory complian-
cy in a more definitive, quick and cost-effective way.”

During the summit, Canon will also showcase addi-
tional BSFI sector specific services and solutions that
are proven to support the industry’s digital transforma-
tion. Some of Canon’s digital solutions include tradi-
tional business solutions such as managed print servic-
es, multifunction printers, cheque scanners, e-signature
solutions, as well as BFSI specific innovations such as
customer onboarding and experience solutions, RPA,
AI and blockchain. In fact, according to Deloitte’s 2019
Banking and Capital Markets Outlook: Reimagining
transformation report,  globally RPA is already bringing
productivity gains, and AI is enabling intelligent
insights on customers, compliance, and operations

through accurate data processing and reporting.
Khaled Antoun, General Manager, Canon Emirates,

who will also be giving a keynote presentation at the
Summit, said: “The UAE is witnessing a fundamental
shift toward more modern, digital services in many
industries, which is primarily driven by the government
placing an emphasis on transitioning to smart and sus-
tainable cities as defined by Vision 2021. While there
have been some market challenges, the baking sector is
expected to grow by 6.5 percent this year, and the
technologies that Canon is introducing will not only
cater to supporting the UAE’s Vision 2021, but also
meet the requirements of a growing baking and finan-
cial industry that is in the process of digital transforma-
tion. Through our innovations, we are able to showcase
the benefits of transitioning to a modern infrastructure,
so institutions can be competitive and prepared for a
future that is undoubtedly more digital in nature.”

Alongside the E2E technology platform, Canon
Middle East’s BFSI strategic program also aims for co-
creation developments with peer groups from the
banking and financial services industry to serve their
current needs and to prepare them for future develop-
ments in technological innovations. 

Burgan Bank
announces winner
of Al-Thuraya
account draw
KUWAIT: Burgan Bank, announced yester-
day Amal Nashi Abdullah Alkhuraif as the
lucky winner of the Al-Thuraya Salary
Account monthly draw. 

The draw rewards new and existing
customers who transfer their salary to
Burgan Bank by offering them a chance to
win a Nissan Patrol SUV every month.
With every KD 10 available in the account,
the customer receives one chance to enter
the draw.

The Al-Thuraya account holders have the
option to hold money in Kuwaiti dinar and
other major currencies and can access
account-related services such as standing
orders, loans and credit cards, and benefit
from the discounts and offers throughout
the year.

Customers wishing to open the Al-
Thuraya account can do so by simply visit-
ing the nearest Burgan Bank branch and
obtain all the necessary details.

Huawei P30 Pro
glamorous case
embellished with 
Swarovski crystals 
KUWAIT: The Huawei P30 Pro is one of Huawei’s most
coveted phones, winning awards and accolades since its
launch. Adding to the Huawei P30 Pro’s growing success
and its series of powerful devices, Huawei has unveiled
the new Huawei P30 Pro Limited Edition Pearl White.
Inspired by the flowing movement and clear essence of
the clouds that reflect across salt flats, this new color is
one of the most stunning additions to the Huawei P30
Pro’s color spectrum.

To add more glamour to your life, Huawei introduced
a stunning Glamorous case wrapped with Swarovski ele-
ments in line with the launch of its latest addition to its
flagship Huawei P30 series that capture the glamour of
sparkling light to celebrate this Eid. Coated in stunning
Ice White and Pink Pearl colors, the cases are embel-
lished with Swarovski elements to make your phone an
elegant jewel that stands out. With this new stylish
accessory, you can now add the final touch of elegance
and some sparkle to your smartphone and show off all its
cool features in style.

For those of you who don’t know much about the
Huawei P30 Pro, it comes with the world’s first Leica
Quad Camera setup for beautiful photos and videos in
any situation. This unmatched super camera system
includes a 40MP main camera with a SuperSpectrum
lens, a 20 MP Ultra-Wide-Angle Lens, 8MP telephoto
lens with SuperZoom and a Huawei Time of Flight (ToF)

lens, allowing you to create vivid images of unforgettable
moments. Thanks to its 6.47-inch FullView display,
watching movies or reading e-books is a treat to the eyes,
while the massive 4,200 mAh battery will ensure you fin-
ish your movies and books with battery to spare. You can
also enjoy 128GB of solid storage, making space for all
your photos, videos, movies and more.

You can get the Huawei P30 Pro Limited Edition Pearl
White along with the Glamorous Case in a Special Edition
Gift Box for KWD 209.900, making it a perfect gift for
friends, family or even yourself. Alternatively, you can also
get the phone and case separately for KD 209.900 and KD
59.900 respectively. So, whether you like the attention or
want to glam-up your phone, Huawei ensures you get to
customize your Huawei P30 Pro as you like it. Time to get
used to a shiny lifestyle. 


